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A nuclear power plant sits on a rocky ledge 
overlooking the beautiful Maine coast. 

Disaster strikes as the plant mysteriously blows up 
in a giant explosion. 

All that remained of the plant was smoldering 
wreckage on the sea coast.  

Still the real question remains… What long 
term effects will this explosion have on the 
ecology of the area? 



  

A quick look into the coastal waters of Maine, and the 
casual onlooker would see the results of the explosion 
on the local ecology. 

The radiation that was released by the power 
plant, began to seep into a small unassuming 
lobster’s shell… 

After a time Lobster began to morph. The Lobster 
found that he was able to walk up right. 

Then the creature grew at an incalculable 
rate! 



  

Several years 
later, and a few 
miles up the 
shoreline. The 
world was about 
to find out the 
dangers of nuclear 
explosions.  

Something unseen, and massive began to 
stir under the deep blue waters. 

Then suddenly two massive antennae began to 
emerge from the depths of the rocky Maine coast. 

The antennae were followed by a full-bodied 
massive lobster. The Lobster-fisherman in the area 
would later say “He was the biggest sea bug ever 
seen.”  



  

Slowly, but surely the lumbering lobster began 
to make his way toward land.  

But what were this monsters’ intentions? 

Would the Lobster be a great asset to the world? 

Or would he destroy all in his path? 



  

As the great crustacean emerged from the deep blue waters of the 
Atlantic Ocean he surveyed all around him. The Lobster seemed to pause 
for a moment. As if he too was unsure about what role he would play in 
the world… Would he be a savior of mankind? Or would he be a great 
destroyer of the cities of man? Only the next several moments would tell 
the creatures temperament… 



  

SNICKSICNISCKNSICN
SICNSKCNSNCISCK!  

Just then the monster let out 
a terrifying sound. As if he 
was signifying the destiny he 
had chosen to pursue.  



  

Meanwhile in the office of President Bush. A ring from the presidential emergency line.  

A giant lobster 
off the coast of 

Maine? 

Well send 
whatever 
fire power 

we do have 
in that 

neck of the 
woods, and 
take down 

that 
Lobstrocity

. 



  

Couldn’t this 
have waited! 
Doesn’t that 

monster know 
it’s an election 

year! 

I have a feeling that 
this is really going to 
hurt my chances at 

re-election. 

With the order from the president in hand, the 
lone tank stationed at the national guard 
closest to the giant creature began to tread its 
way toward the colossal crustacean.   

The outdated war machine slowly crawled toward 
the last known location of the monster.   



  

This is Tango-1 we have sights on the target. 
We are about to engage the enemy. Over. 

 

The tank then shot a shell as ordered!  

The creature did not seem to notice the 
prospectively tiny machine, or the projectile 
heading its way. 

The projectile makes impact.  

The creature seemed to notice the 
projectile impacting against his body, 
but it did not seem to have any effect. 



  

Confused by the miniscule machine in front of 
him, the colossal crustacean picked up the small 
curiosity in front of him to examine it further.   

After a short but thorough 
examination… 

The bottom dwelling beast believed that the 
man-made machine was worth no more of its 
time. 

After crushing 
the tiny-tank 
the creature 
looked around, 
and saw The 
City lights 
gleaming in 
the twilight.  



  

SNICKSICNISCK
NSICNSICNSKC

NSNCISCK!  

Then the creature let out a 
horrific sound, and moved 
his gaze toward The City.  
One could infer, that the 
creature was not pleased 
by being welcomed to land 
by tanks!  



  

Breaking News Bulletin 
from Channel 58 New’s. 

There’s always something on  Channel 58 



  

News flash! A giant creature 
Mainah’s are calling Lobzilah 
emerged from the icy waters 
off the coast of Maine today. 



  

While the government acted 
quickly to subdue Lobzilah. The 

first tank to contact the 
creature was quickly crushed, 

by his massive claw. 



 

After defeating 
the tank Lobzilah 
set his sights on a 

place where he 
could cause more 
destruction. The 

City.  



  

All residents of the state of 
Maine are encouraged to 
stay at home. Lobzilah is 

destroying indiscriminately.  



 

After examining the 
wreckage that Lobzilah has 

left in his wake Top scientists 
estimate that Lobzilah 

should reach The City by 
nightfall.  

Even classic car’s 
are not safe from 

his wrath… 



 

With the news of 
Lobzilah’s 

impending arrival 
President Bush has 
declared a state of 

emergency.  



 

President Bush has also 
sent word out to all 

members of the National 
Guard to report to their 

posts, so they can prepare 
to defend the city from 

Lobzilah! 



  



  

SNICKSICNISCK
NSICNSICNSKC

NSNCISCK!  

By nightfall the creature made the monster now known as Lobzilah 
made his way to the outskirts of The City.  



  

As Lobzilah made his way 
through the deserted streets of 
The City. The people of The 
City wondered what kind of 
chaos could this creature 
possibly create? 



  

Lobster 
Tailed! 

The people of The City soon had their answer, as 
Lobzilah sent down a massive city building with 
only one swing of his massive Lobster Tail.  



  

Before Lobzilah could make his way further into 
The City The National Guard arrived to protect 
The City’s infrastructure.  

Lobzilah reared his ugly head, and made a 
terrible sound.  

SNICKSNICNSICNI!!
! 

The weaponry that was sent to meet 
Lobzilah stalled, for a moment, unsure of 
how to proceed in defeating the bottom-
dwelling-beast? 

Lobzilah taking no time to examine the second 
round of tanks who impeded his conquest into 
The City! Sprayed a nouscious substance from his 
beak. 



  

The substance was a hot, thick 
yellow slime. The slime seemed to 
contained little bits of an 
unidentified green matter. 



 

On second examination the substance released by 
Lobzilah was discovered by the residents of The City 
discovered LOBZILAH’S POWER OF: GARLIC-BUTTER-
BREATH! 



  

The Garlic Butter Breah 
overwhelmed The City! 

The smell of garlic was  enough to 
paralyze even the most immune to  the 
sense of smell.   

The butter was so  hot, and 
warm that it could burn even 
the sturdiest material. 



  

The tanks which were sent to stop Lobzilah were 
immobile after the blast of the sticky, garlicy 
butter-sauce.  

Lobzilah seemed pleased with the destruction 
caused by his Garlic-Butter-Breath. Or as pleased 
as you could infer a giant Lobster Monster would 
be.  

Still upon seeing the destruction he had caused he 
looked longingly toward the ocean from whence he 
came. 

Lobzilah’s prolonged use of his Garlic Butter 
Breath, seemed to have taken a toll on the 
power of the great creature! 

SNICKSNCISNCISN
ICSNCIk! 



  

SNICKSICNISCKNSICN
SICNSKCNSNCISCK!  

Exhausted from his first issue of destruction, and drained 
from the use of his mighty garlic-butter-breath, the 
lobstrocity now known simply as Lobzilah began to leave 
the city. He then headed back to the Ocean which was his 
home.  

Lobzilah left in his wake a great fear. A fear 
felt by all citizens of the world. A fear that the 
great crustacean would return, and bring 
more destruction with him. Mankind, knew it 
would have to prepare for the next 
appearance of Lobzilah! In the second issue 
of the new mildly-entertaining Van Starr 
Production where Lobzilah battles the 
monster from Deep Space.  



 

If you enjoyed this comic book, and you 
have not seen the smash hit Lobzilah 
Demon of the Deep! Go check it out on 
Youtube @ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vU
nvI3UPuE4 
 
Or on www.Vanstarrproductions.com 
 



 

Also see the second Lobzilah Classic! 
Lobzilah Vs. Empress Angler: The Battle for 
Earth. Go check it out on Youtube! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oha2I7
yBz7A 
Or on www.Vanstarrproductions.com 



 



 

Special Thanks to Morgan 
Gleave for all of his 
contributions to Lobzilah!  



 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

If you’re interested in the live 
action sequence of Lobzilah Vs. 
The Lumberjack check it out on 
YouTube! 



 

Also check out THE NEON BLING 
KONG! The Funkiest Kong in the 
jungle. Check out his video on 
Youtube! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=WbQ5CUs1rb4 
 
Or on 
www.Vanstarrproductions.com 
 



 

#1 LOBZILAH: KING OF THE LOBSTERS   

#7: The Clip Issue 


